**FIGURE A1:** Visual comparison of 100% PSE, 100% PSE + 1.5% turkey collagen, 100% PSE + 0.30% kappa/iota carrageenan, 100% PSE + 1.5% soy protein concentrate, and 100% normal
Figure A2: Demonstration of Protein Bind using Instron Universal Testing Machine
Figure A3: Demonstration of Expressible Moisture using Instron Universal Testing Machine
**Figure A4**: Sensory Form Completed by Consumer Sensory Panelists

Name

For this sensory you are asked to taste a sample, spit it in the cup provided and rinse with tap water. When finished please pass each sample through the window to receive another. *There are five samples total.*

Please fill in boxes concerning your sex and age for demographic information and circle the term that best reflects your attitude about the product whose code matches the code on this scorecard. *This is sample 1 of 5.*

**Sex:**

☐ Male

☐ Female

**Age:**

☐ 18-21

☐ 22-25

☐ 25-30

☐ 30-40

☐ over 40

---

**This is sample 1 of 5.**

| Sample # 654 |
|--------------|------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|              | 1                | 5               | 9               |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Dislike      | Dislike          | Dislike         | Neither         | Like            | Like            | Like            | Like            |
| extremely    | very much        | moderately      | like nor        | slightly        | moderately      | very much       | Extremely       |
|              | Dislike          | Dislike         |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| extremely    | very much        | moderately      |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

Comments:

---

**This is sample 2 of 5.**

| Sample # 998 |
|--------------|------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|              | 1                | 5               | 9               |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Dislike      | Dislike          | Dislike         | Neither         | Like            | Like            | Like            | Like            |
| extremely    | very much        | moderately      | like nor        | slightly        | moderately      | very much       | Extremely       |
|              | Dislike          | Dislike         |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| extremely    | very much        | moderately      |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

Comments:
This is sample 3 of 5.
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Comments:

This is sample 4 of 5.
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Comments:

This is sample 5 of 5.
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Comments:

Thank you for your participation.
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